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Abstract

Background: The opioid crisis continues to pose significant challenges to global public health, necessitating the development of novel interventions to support individuals in managing their substance use and preventing overdose-related deaths. Mobile health (mHealth), as a promising platform for addressing opioid use disorder, requires a comprehensive understanding of user perspectives to minimize barriers to care and optimize the benefits of mHealth interventions.

Objective: This study aims to synthesize qualitative insights into opioid users’ acceptability and perceived efficacy of mHealth and wearable technologies for opioid use disorder.

Methods: A scoping review of PubMed (MEDLINE) and Google Scholar databases was conducted to identify research on opioid user perspectives concerning mHealth-assisted interventions, including wearable sensors, SMS text messaging, and app-based technology.

Results: Overall, users demonstrate a high willingness to engage with mHealth interventions to prevent overdose-related deaths and manage opioid use. Users perceive mHealth as an opportunity to access care and desire the involvement of trusted health care professionals in these technologies. User comfort with wearing opioid sensors emerged as a significant factor. Personally tailored content, social support, and encouragement are preferred by users. Privacy concerns and limited access to technology pose barriers to care.

Conclusions: To maximize benefits and minimize risks for users, it is crucial to implement robust privacy measures, provide comprehensive user training, integrate behavior change techniques, offer professional and peer support, deliver tailored messages, incorporate behavior change theories, assess readiness for change, design stigma-reducing apps, use visual elements, and conduct user-focused research for effective opioid management in mHealth interventions. mHealth demonstrates considerable potential as a tool for addressing opioid use disorder and preventing overdose-related deaths, given the high acceptability and perceived benefits reported by users.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2024;12:e49751) doi: 10.2196/49751
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Introduction

Overview

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, the incidence of opioid overdose has increased significantly among young adults [1,2]. According to research conducted in Canada, there was a 135% increase in opioid overdose–related deaths per week in Ontario during COVID-19 in comparison to prepandemic times [2]. Excess levels of opioids may lead to respiratory depression and cardiopulmonary failure, resulting in loss of consciousness and death [3,4]. It is treated with naloxone, an antagonist that prevents opioid-related fatalities [5,6]. Thus, it is essential to find ways to manage opioid use disorder (OUD) and prevent overdose. A study reviewing smartphone apps that were commercially available until 2019 found that there was a lack of evidence on their ability to be useful for monitoring OUD [7]. The study’s authors also reviewed interventional studies involving mobile health (mHealth) for opioid use; most of the reviewed studies included smartphone apps or personal digital assistants, and only a minority of those devices had a wearable biosensor [7]. The authors concluded that there is a gap in the literature and that more studies are needed to address OUD [7].

Since that study was published, there have been technological developments in this area to meet the pressing need that arose during the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, new wearable sensors have been developed that monitor sweat, heart rate, and temperature and that predict overdose in patients [7-13]. Several studies have evaluated the application of wearable opioid sensors for detecting overdose by detecting changes in temperature, movement, respiratory rate, heart rate, and electrodermal activity [8,11-17]. Most of the studies involved a wrist-worn biosensor, usually the Empatica E4 biosensor and Q sensor, which integrate a machine learning algorithm. A few studies found that wearable technology can detect changes in skin temperature, notably a temperature rise during opioid intake and overdose [8,12-14,16,17]. Carreiro et al [14] found that the mean skin temperature increase after opioid intake was 2.62 °C and that differences in body temperature before and after intake were significant (P < .01). In addition to temperature changes, several studies found reduced movement or locomotion by evaluating triaxial acceleration data [8,11,13,14,16,17]. Notably, local extremities, such as the fingers, had reduced motion or there was less “fidgeting” after opioid intake. In 1 study, fidgeting was observed more in heavy opioid users than less heavy users [14]. Emerging research also suggests that these devices may be valid for detecting opioid intake and overdose [8,11,16]. For example, Mahmud et al [11] found that the Q Affectiva sensor had an accuracy of 99% for detecting opioid intake in users.

Although emerging technological research in the wearables and mHealth domain suggests that these devices may be promising for detecting opioid overdose and assisting with OUD, little is presently known about the acceptability of this form of monitoring from the patients’ perspectives. In other words, a review of qualitative studies on consumer perspectives has not been undertaken. While a device may work in theory, it may fail to be an effective intervention and be implemented within the community care setting if the technology is not acceptable for opioid users or if they do not adhere to the technological intervention. While the quantitative efficacy of these devices has been established in a past review [7], there is a need to understand how usable these devices are for patients. Often, many patients with substance use disorders are difficult to reach and treat due to marginalization or stigma [18-20], making them resistant to accessing medical help [21]. Thus, there is a compelling research interest to determine how patients and opioid users feel about the emerging technological developments that may assist them in managing their substance use and preventing overdose fatalities.

Aims

This study aimed to undertake a review of opioid users’ perspectives on mHealth and wearable technology for OUD and overdose management, with a focus on the latest technology developed over the last 5 years. We aimed to better understand whether users found the technology acceptable to use and helpful. We also aimed to better understand the perceived barriers as well as the benefits of using wearables for OUD and opioid overdose management among opioid-using populations. This study focused on qualitative research in order to better understand consumer experiences with wearable technology for OUD, with the overarching goal of making recommendations for future technological development and intervention design.

Methods

Study Guidelines

A scoping review was performed to summarize the use of wearable devices in managing OUD to better understand the key benefits, preferences, and barriers of use. The guidelines of the PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews) [22] were followed.

Search Strategy and Study Eligibility

The PubMed (MEDLINE) and Google Scholar databases were searched for all studies published until July 2022 using the search strategy in Textbox 1.

https://mhealth.jmir.org/2024/11/e49751
The search strategy used to search for studies.

```
"Wearable Electronic Devices"[Mesh] OR wearable*[tiab] OR "Smart Band*"[tiab] OR "Smart Watch*"[tiab] OR mHealth OR "mobile health" OR app OR application OR wristband OR ((sensor*[tiab] OR sensing*[tiab] OR biosensor*[tiab]) AND (wear*[tiab] OR worn*[tiab])

```

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

All qualitative studies that evaluated opioid users’ perspectives on the latest mHealth wearable devices or portable mHealth devices (including apps and SMS text messaging–based interventions) for monitoring opioid use were included in the review. Quantitative studies were only included if they had a qualitative component or if they had collected more detailed information on acceptability, benefits, and barriers associated with use. The technology must have been emerging and recently developed (within the past 5 years, with a focus on technology during the pandemic). Web-based interventions were excluded if they did not include a wearable or mHealth element.

Data Screening and Extraction

Data were screened according to titles, and abstracts, and followed by full texts of articles meeting inclusion criteria. The 2 reviewers, LNL and ME, screened the articles for inclusion and met when there was disagreement. Data on user perspectives, including benefits, barriers, and preferences, were extracted and summarized in tabular format. General study characteristics, including location, methods, participant age, and gender, as well as the type of technology, were also extracted.

Results

Overview

A total of 14 studies met the criteria and were included in the review [9,23-35]. Details of the search and stages of selection are outlined in Figure 1. Most of the studies were undertaken in the United States. One study was undertaken in Singapore and another in Canada. Most of the studies were relatively evenly distributed by sex, and most participants were middle-aged.
Usability, Feasibility, and Acceptability

Overall, the studies that explored the usability and acceptability of mHealth technology for opioid monitoring found relatively high usability and acceptability among the participants. A summary of the key issues and perspectives raised by the participants with OUD is described in Table 1. In Waselewski et al’s [34] study, the mean usability score was 86.9 in the participants using opioids; in health care providers, the score was also high at 83.3. Another study found that 71% of the patients had a high level of satisfaction when using a mobile app with telemedicine built-in videos to monitor medication use [23]. In that study, the usability was also high: 93% of the patients did not report having had any technical issues, and 72% submitted their videos using the app [23]. Similarly, a wearable biosensor for overdose monitoring also had a high level of support from participants and a willingness to wear it [25]. Although the study by Hawk et al [24] had a high initial survey response rate (95%), which highlights interest among opioid users, completion of the surveys declined over the course of 1 month, from 97% at baseline to 42% at 4 weeks. Kanter et al [9] found that patients were willing to wear the device to monitor opioid overdose all the time (76%). Most patients were willing to share personal data on their opioid intake [24,31]. For example, in 1 study, 81% of the patients were willing to use the mHealth device to help them taper off opioids [31]. Comfort was also identified as an important factor in determining acceptability and wearability for participants in 2 studies [9,24].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study; country; type of study</th>
<th>Number of participants (M% and F%) and Age</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Procedure and measures</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Waselewski et al (2021) [34]; United States; 6-month pilot with qualitative interview | 25 (52% and 48%); mean 33.7 (SD 8.1) years | Hope app for opioid user disorder | Feasibility, usability, and acceptability | • Patient Usability: mean score 86.9 (SD 10.2)  
• Providers: mean 83.3 (SD 12.8)  
• Patients liked self-monitoring, enhanced support, communication, and contact with providers |
| Godersky et al (2020) [23]; United States; N/A | 14 (86% and 14%); 18-65 years | mHealth4 app for opioid and telemedicine (observation of buprenorphine intake) use in the office | Feasibility and acceptability | • 93% had no problems with using the app to share videos  
• Adherence= 72%  
• High satisfaction: 71 % of users  
• Pros: simplicity of use, structure, and personal accountability  
• Cons: self-portrayal when recording |
| Hawk et al (2021) [24]; United States; pilot feasibility | 101 (43.7% and 57.3%); mean 38.4 (SD 10.25) years | mHealth platform reporting patient outcomes | Feasibility and acceptability | • Registration=95%  
• Declining rate of completion of surveys over time:  
  • Day 1=97%  
  • Day 3= 49%  
  • Month 1=42%  
• Willingness of patients to share data on medication, visits, substance use.  
• Barriers: Wi-Fi connection and access to technology  
• Email retention issues  
• mHealth log-in information retainment  
• patient factors: comfort  
• Privacy is a concern in a minority |
| Kanter et al (2021) [9]; United States; cross-sectional study with semistructured interviews | 97 (57% and 43%); mean 41 (range 37-49) years | Wearable device for opioid detection, overdose, and treatment | Acceptability or likability and willingness to use (usability) | • Theme: privacy or discreetness is important  
• Theme: comfort when wearing it  
• Theme: a device that tracks and helps with overdose is needed  
• Willingness to use an mHealth device for opioid overdose=76%  
• Wear device continuously=75.5%  
• Vital sign monitoring=77%  
• Alerts others of overdose=63%  
• Watch type of bracelet design preferred=77%  
• Necklace=51%  
• Advising giving this to the hardest to reach and treat (eg, opioid intolerant or homeless) |
| Magee et al (2021) [31]; Australia; N/A | 21 (48% and 52%); N/A | mHealth SMS text message supportive intervention | Qualitative acceptability and willingness to use | • Willingness of patients to engage with SMS text messaging to help curtail opioid use (from prescriptions)=81%  
• App-based support=71%  
• Desire for education and social support (socioeconomic support)  
• Barriers: internet; access to technology; visual problems; phone signal strength; poor self-assurance for knowledge around technology such as apps  
• Adherence could be improved through greater integrated medical or physician care, flexibility with dosing, and regular replies  
• Pain management advice  
• Need for support from a person as well  
• Need for encouragement and motivation |
| Marcu et al (2020) [32]; United States; N/A | 19 (53% and 47%); 18-36 years | Smartphone app for opioid overdose | Acceptability or likability and user perspective | • Positive: mHealth can increase accessibility to care including medical supportive therapy for preventing overdose fatalities  
• Negative: privacy concerns, geolocation tracking of apps, and theft, and private data in apps |
Results

Ahamad et al (2019) [25]; Canada; N/A

- Barriers: homelessness
- High willingness to wear the opioid sensor
- Predictors of openness to try the sensor: Higher in women (aOR = 1.41; 95% CI 1.09-1.84)
- Those who were on methadone treatment regimes (aOR = 1.86; 95% CI 1.45-2.40) and history of overdose (aOR = 1.39; 95% CI 1.06-1.83)

Eaves et al (2022) [26]; United States; N/A

- Desire to access social services: housing and counseling parenting help
- Respectful safe environment
- Supportive tone in SMS text messages, connect with social support (peers) and health professionals
- Did not want the app to feel like a chore (eg, points earned)

Flickinger et al (2022) [27]; United States; N/A

- Opioid users exchanged supportive messages with one another and physicians through the app
- They asked for medical advice=52%
- Social support subjects=8%
- App related interaction=45%

Glass et al (2021) [28]; United States; N/A

- Apps should be a part of the primary care encounter and communication
- Endorsement from medical professionals
- Support and interaction with physicians, instructing them
- SMS text messaging and professional health support through phone
- Convenience
- Minimize hassle
- Trust essential

Hodges et al (2022) [29]; United States; pilot study

- Loss to follow-up a problem due to distance
- mHealth app usage continued
- Reported increases in self-efficacy to abstain

Tofighi et al (2022) [33]; United States; N/A

- Desire for personally tailored messages
- Frequency according to risk profiles
- Professional health support
- Video-based content and advice
- 6% opted out of messages
- Reply to SMS text message over month=88%
- Buprenorphine advice=2% messages
- Cognitive behavioral therapy–based replies=13.8%
- Appointments=6.1%

Zhang et al (2019) [35]; Singapore; N/A

- Motivational element is essential
- Distress tolerance
- Assists with learning
- Reduces stigma or being judged
- Automated and tailored messages
- Frequency=2-3 messages per day
- Engaging use of media, videos (links), emojis, and GIFs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study; country; type of study</th>
<th>Number of participants (M%a and F%b); Age</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Procedure and measures</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahamad et al (2019) [25]; Canada; N/A</td>
<td>1061 (63.1% and 36.9%); median 44.2 years</td>
<td>Wearable opioid biosensor</td>
<td>Factors linked with willingness to wear the device</td>
<td>Barriers: homelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eaves et al (2022) [26]; United States; N/A</td>
<td>27 (0% and 100%); N/A</td>
<td>mHealth app for substance abuse (general opioid and polysubstance abuse, alcohol)</td>
<td>Qualitative 5 focus groups</td>
<td>High willingness to wear the opioid sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickinger et al (2022) [27]; United States; N/A</td>
<td>28 (52% and 48%); mean 33.7 (SD 8.1) years</td>
<td>Hope app and community message board</td>
<td>User engagement and conversation in the app</td>
<td>Predictors of openness to try the sensor: Higher in women (aOR=1.41; 95% CI 1.09-1.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass et al (2021) [28]; United States; N/A</td>
<td>14 (71% and 29%); mean 40.1 (19-65) years</td>
<td>mHealth apps (opioid and cannabis users)</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews</td>
<td>Those who were on methadone treatment regimes (aOR = 1.86; 95% CI 1.45-2.40) and history of overdose (aOR = 1.39; 95% CI 1.06-1.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodges et al (2022) [29]; United States; pilot study</td>
<td>25 (52% and 48%); mean 34 years</td>
<td>Hope app</td>
<td>Self-efficacy and engagement</td>
<td>Barriers: homelessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tofighi et al (2022) [33]; United States; N/A</td>
<td>50 (48% and 52%); mean 44.1 (SD 11.8) years</td>
<td>SMS text message through texting software (ApToto)</td>
<td>Analysis of text messages</td>
<td>High willingness to wear the opioid sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al (2019) [35]; Singapore; N/A</td>
<td>30 (66.7% and 33.3%); mean 47.9 (SD 11.8) years</td>
<td>mHealth smartphone intervention for polysubstance (opioid, cannabis)</td>
<td>Thematic analysis and surveys</td>
<td>Predictors of openness to try the sensor: Higher in women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langdon et al (2021) [30]; United States; N/A</td>
<td>24 (50% and 50%); mean 38.9 years</td>
<td>Digital health interventions, computer, and SMS text message–based opioid users</td>
<td>Semistructured interviews on preferences</td>
<td>Those who were on methadone treatment regimes (aOR = 1.86; 95% CI 1.45-2.40) and history of overdose (aOR = 1.39; 95% CI 1.06-1.83)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aM%: percentage of male individuals.
bF%: percentage of female individuals.
cN/A: not available.
dmHealth: mobile health.
Perceived Benefits

The synthesis of qualitative research reveals shared advantages among participants regarding mHealth technologies for opioid management. Accessibility stands out as a key benefit, with an emphasis on the pivotal role of behavior change. For example, 1 theme was that the opioid mHealth wearable tracker could provide enhanced access to care, which was perceived to be needed [31,32,34]. This included greater contact with health care services and medical providers [32,34]. These trackers, particularly wearable forms such as bracelets, wristbands, and necklaces, were favored for their noninvasive nature, as mentioned in Kanter et al [9]. Participants in 2 studies recognized a clear need for an opioid monitoring device that would help prevent overdose and fatalities [9,32], echoing the sentiment for an effective opioid monitoring tool. For example, the study by Kanter et al [9] found that 77% of patients reported that wearables were beneficial for monitoring vital signs, while 63% saw their value for alerting bystanders of an overdose. Self-monitoring and accountability were brought up as benefits in 2 studies [23,34]. Convenience and ease of use were also identified as benefits of using wearables for opioid use management [23,28,35]. A total of 2 studies found that a mHealth intervention increased the self-efficacy of opioid users and polysubstance users to overcome substance abuse [29,35], and motivation was brought up as a benefit as well [30,35]. These findings collectively underscore the value of mHealth apps in supporting individuals with OUD through various practical and psychological avenues.

Perceived Barriers

The research across various studies delineates several challenges in the adoption and continuous use of mHealth technologies for opioid management. Privacy stands out prominently as a concern. The apprehension over safeguarding personal health information was paramount, particularly with wearables that track opioid use. Protecting privacy and personal information was one of the main concerns participants had with tracking opioid use through wearable devices [9,32]. Privacy was mainly related to protecting personal and private health information. This included geolocation tracking as well as theft of the device if the patient was unconscious from an overdose [32] as well as concerns with the privacy of electronic health records and log-in information retention [24].

The visibility of the device and the need for it to be inconspicuous during use were significant factors in Kanter et al’s [9] study, while Godersky et al [23] identified discomfort with self-viewing during video recordings as a deterrent. These issues underscore the need for privacy in both data handling and physical device usage.

Technological barriers also emerged, with several studies pointing to issues such as unreliable phone reception, limited access to necessary hardware, and inconsistent Wi-Fi connections, as indicated by Hawk et al [24]. These issues are compounded by the digital literacy required to effectively use such apps, with some users lacking the confidence to navigate mHealth technology, as might be inferred from some studies [24,31]. Visual difficulties in interacting with devices were also noted as a hindrance in 1 study [31]. Ahamad et al [25] report that homelessness can be a substantial obstacle to the effective use of wearable biosensors for overdose monitoring. Moreover, Kanter et al [9] suggest that interventions should aim to reach the most vulnerable populations who stand to benefit significantly from mHealth solutions.

The importance of human support in conjunction with technological aids was also mentioned, indicating that personal interaction may bolster adherence to using mHealth apps, a sentiment that could be associated with the insights from Magee et al [31]. These findings highlight the multifaceted nature of the barriers faced and the need for a holistic approach to mHealth implementation for OUD management.

Preferences

The research presents a range of preferences by participants when engaging with mHealth technologies for opioid management. Central to these preferences is the desire for behavior change facilitation through various techniques. The main behavior change techniques (BCTs) that were preferred by participants across the studies included encouragement or motivation [30,31], social and personal support [26,27,31,34], professional support [28,31], education [31,35], and personal tailoring [30,33]. Most notably, participants expressed a desire to have contact with a health care professional and to receive encouragement and educational, motivational, socioeconomic, and social support [26,31,33]. With regard to professional help, some participants wanted to have more medical professionals on board with the app rather than requiring users to navigate the app without professional support [26,28]. Integrated medical care from providers when using the wearables was preferred by participants in 5 studies [26,28,31-33]. For example, the study by Glass et al [28] found that participants preferred to have conversations with their medical providers about mHealth apps as part of their treatment plan. Another study found that 52% of users asked for medical advice from health practitioners while using the app [27].

In addition to this, peer social support was highlighted as being important in 2 studies [26,27], with app-based support being preferred by 71% of participants in another study [31]. Participants in 1 study wanted the mHealth app to integrate social assistance, housing services, counseling, and medical and peer support into the application and treatment regime [26].

Tone was also brought up as a theme in 1 study. Specifically, participants preferred to receive messages with a supportive and respectful tone; moreover, they wanted the technology to feel safe to use [26]. Integration of visual elements, including emojis, video links, and memes, was identified as being important in 1 SMS text messaging study [33]. Trust was an important factor in 2 studies [26,28]. Discreetness was essential, as was the need for mHealth to reduce the stigma associated with substance use [30,32]. In addition to automated messages, personally tailored messages were preferred by the participants

*aOR: adjusted odds ratio.
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in 2 studies [30,33]. The need for motivation and encouragement was brought up as an important theme in 2 studies [30,31]. Additionally, 2 studies found that participants desired the app to be hassle-free or to not feel like a tiresome exercise to complete [26,28]. The personalization of messages and ease of use are underscored, with participants favoring tailored communication as seen in studies [30,33], and a seamless, nonburdensome interaction with the technology as suggested in 2 studies [26,28]. These preferences highlight the need for mHealth interventions to be user-centered, providing not only the technology but also the necessary human and educational resources to support individuals with OUD.

Discussion

Overview

This study aimed to better understand the perspectives of consumers of wearable technology and mHealth apps for detecting opioid intake and overdose in patients with OUD. Overall, it appears that patients are open to using mHealth technology and wearable devices to help manage opioid-related substance use and detect overdose. The common themes around the ability of technology to save lives and increase access to health care were a benefit that was noted in a few studies. Comfortable wearable sensors also appeared to be important as was technology that protected the user’s privacy. Special attention must be paid to protecting the privacy of opioid users, as this was brought up as a concern and a potential disadvantage of the emerging technological interventions. Indeed, patient privacy and data protection are key hallmarks of the ethical principles surrounding modern health technology. Privacy must be protected to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive and personal information.

To manage the technological barriers associated with mHealth apps and wearable devices, users should be trained and reassured of their safety. This will increase their confidence in their ability to use this type of technology to manage their substance use condition. As users in 1 study wanted encouragement and motivation, these BCTs [36] should be incorporated in future interventions [31]. Other BCTs that may be considered include integrating social and professional health support and sending reminders and prompts [37]. Since access to health professionals was identified as being important [31], combining technological interventions with access to physicians and other health care professionals may be desirable. It may also be relevant to integrate theory-informed psychological interventions to increase the users’ self-efficacy and motivation to change, such as implementing the Theory of Behavior Change, the Transtheoretical Model of Health Behavior Change, and implementation intentions [38-40]. It would also be relevant to study the stage of change (eg, preparedness vs denial) patients are in and to tailor the interventions accordingly [40]. It would also be interesting to evaluate opioid users’ adherence to behavioral changes in a tailored intervention according to their stage of change, their motivation, and their self-efficacy levels. The technology holds potential given the high usability and willingness of participants to try these wearables and apps. However, future studies should aim to address some adherence issues surrounding completion rates and reaching out to the most vulnerable groups. The decline in survey completion rates over time, as reported by Hawk et al [24], highlights a challenge in maintaining user engagement, and the issue of homelessness, as discussed by Ahamad et al [25], raises concerns about the reach of such interventions among the most vulnerable populations.

Strengths and Limitations

This review is important as it explored user perspectives on mHealth for opioid use management and overdose prevention, providing new insights into consumer acceptability in a newly developing field. We focused on emerging wearables and apps that were evaluated over the past 5 years. A limitation is that we did not explore older devices, but our aim was to focus on the latest technology. It should be noted that the findings of this review are limited by the few studies that have been undertaken on the population with OUD during this period. It is necessary to better understand this population’s needs to develop technologically tailored interventions that may best maximize the benefits of assisting with the disorder and preventing fatalities while limiting barriers to using mHealth apps and wearables. More studies are needed to explore future consumer perspectives on mHealth apps for opioid use management. Another limitation is that we did not focus on commercially available apps if they were not evaluated in peer-reviewed medical literature for consumer perspectives. However, our focus was to better understand user experiences; hence, reviewing commercial applications that were not evaluated was not our goal. We also did not focus on efficacy, something that should be further explored alongside mixed methods qualitative research in order to make the best future recommendations.

Here is a list of recommendations for moving this technology forward:

1. Ensure robust privacy measures to address data security concerns, including geolocation tracking and device theft.
2. Provide thorough user training for confident and safe use of mHealth apps and wearables.
3. Integrate more BCTs to potentially increase engagement and positive opioid use management.
4. Provide health care professionals and peer support for enhanced mHealth intervention outcomes.
5. Deliver tailored messages considering participants’ needs and preferences for increased intervention effectiveness.
6. Incorporate behavior change theories for enhanced motivation and self-efficacy.
7. Evaluate participants’ needs and tailor interventions accordingly.
8. Design stigma-reducing mHealth apps and wearables to promote acceptance and help-seeking.
9. Investigate user perspectives to develop tailored mHealth interventions for effective opioid management.

Conclusion

In conclusion, while mHealth apps and wearables show potential for adoption among patients with OUD, there is a scarcity of studies on consumer perspectives. More research is required to
address the specific needs of this population. Common themes in the reviewed studies highlighted the benefits of using mHealth technology to prevent fatalities and improve accessibility to care. However, participants expressed concerns about data privacy and faced technological challenges. To advance mHealth technology for managing OUD, future development should focus on reducing technical barriers, prioritizing patient privacy, and enhancing access to health care professionals. By implementing our 10 recommendations, we can drive progress in health technology, ensuring user-centered design, increased engagement, and improved outcomes for individuals seeking support in managing their OUD.
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